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Retardation-enhanced van der Waals force between thin metal films

M. Boström and Bo E. Sernelius
Department of Physics and Measurement Technology, Linko¨ping University, SE-581 83 Linko¨ping, Sweden

~Received 3 February 2000!

We recently investigated the van der Waals force between thin metal films. Under certain conditions this
force decrease with separation to a fractional power. In the present work we use optical data of metals and the
zero-temperature Lifshitz formalism to demonstrate a retardation effect. The retarded attraction between thin
metal films may be larger than the nonretarded attraction. This property is related to a comparatively weak
retardation dependence of the energy that originates from the transverse magnetic modes. At separations where
the transverse electric modes give a significant contribution, the net effect can actually be an increased
attraction. This effect vanishes with increasing film thickness and with increasing dissipation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The possibility of measuring changes in the zero-po
energies of vacuum fluctuations has recently received a g
deal of attention. One of the most intriguing effects is t
Casimir attraction1 between neutral conducting surface
Lamoreaux2,3 measured the force between a sphere an
half space in the 0.6–6mm range. The major contribution
to this force was an electric force that vanished with sepa
tion as 1/d. The experimental data points were fitted to t
best 1/d dependence and that part of the interaction was s
tracted off. In this way the coefficientsa andb were deter-
mined for a force lawF(r )5a/r b, with an estimated accu
racy of 5%. This force has been shown to agree rather w
with the zero-temperature Casimir force between a g
sphere and a gold half space.4–6 Thermal corrections to the
Casimir force between gold surfaces were recen
investigated.7

As discussed by Barash,8 the van der Waals~vdW! force
between thin metal films may have half-integer separa
dependence. The origin of this unusual separation dep
dence is the normal modes, which are two-dimensional l
gitudinal plasmons. When two films, each with a thicknesd
and a densityn, are brought together, the modes on the t
films interfere. The total change in the zero-point energy
these modes has ad25/2 dependence:

EvdW'20.012 562e\And/~Amd5/2!. ~1!

Another system with this separation dependence is a
of quantum wells.9 We recently used optical data to calcula
the free energy of attraction between thin metal films10 for
separations less than 0.1mm. A metal film cannot be much
thicker than 100 Å to be considered as thin. In the pres
work we investigate retardation effects on the interaction
tween metal films. The effect of retardation is usually a lo
ering of the attraction. In the weakly retarded limit a ve
unusual thing may occur. There is a possibility that the to
effect of including retardation in this system can be an
creased interaction. If the attraction is interpreted as a l
range retarded van der Waals energy, this is quite counte
tuitive. It becomes understandable if the attraction is view
as a change in the energy of the electromagnetic fields in
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~11!/7523~4!/$15.00
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presence of surfaces. The phenomenon is related to a
weak dependence on retardation of the energy contribu
that originates from the transverse magnetic~TM! modes.
Compared to the nonretarded energy, the effect of retarda
on these modes is a minor decrease in attraction. The at
tion originating from the transverse electric~TE! modes van-
ishes if retardation is neglected. As these modes begin
give measurable contributions the effect of retardation m
actually be an increased interaction. This effect decrea
with increasing film thickness and with increasing dissip
tion. This theoretically interesting possibility has to o
knowledge never previously been reported. In Sec. II
briefly summarize how Lifshitz theory11–13 for the retarded
van der Waals energy between two half spaces can be
justed to the present system. In Sec. III our numerical res
are presented. Finally, in Sec. IV we summarize our resu
It should be pointed out that thermal effects are expecte
influence the interaction already at room temperature. To
able to observe pure retardation enhanced interaction one
to perform experiments at low temperatures. Furthermo
the metallic films should be deposited on transparent s
strates, otherwise the substrate will influence the interact

II. THEORY

Zhou and Spruch14 considered the retarded vdW intera
tion between dielectric and perfectly conducting films a
also between atoms and such films using a quantized sur
mode technique. We adopt their notation. We will consid
two films with dielectric functionse1,2 and thicknessesd1,2
separated by a distanced. The films are assumed to be d
posited on a third medium with dielectric functione3. The
space between the films is filled with a fourth medium w
dielectric functione4 . c is the speed of light in vacuum. Th
retarded van der Waals energyE between the films can be
written in the following way:

E~d!5
\

4p2E
0

`E
0

`

dvdqq$ ln@GTE~q,iv!#

1 ln@GTM~q,iv!#%, ~2!

where
7523 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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GTE/TM~q,iv!512Q1
TE/TMQ2

TE/TM , ~3!

Qi
TE/TM5

D i3
TE/TM2D i4

TE/TMe22g id i

12D i3
TE/TMD i4

TE/TMe22g id i
e22g4d, i 51,2,

~4!

D i j
TE5

g i2g j

g i1g j
, D i j

TM5
e jg i2e ig j

e jg i1e ig j
, g i5Aq21e iv

2/c2.

~5!

The dielectric function for imaginary frequencies is o
tained from tabulated optical constants,e952nk, and the use
of a Kramers-Kronig relation according to

e~ iv!511
2

pE0

`

dx
xe9~x!

x21v2 . ~6!

For a real metal the dielectric function at small momenta a
low frequencies can be modeled with the simple Drude
pression

e~v!512vp
2/@v~v1 ih!#. ~7!

The dielectric properties of the metals are taken from R
15. Our numerical procedure has been descri
elsewhere.5,10 Since optical data are not tabulated at lo
enough energies extrapolations must be used. We extrap
below the lowest tabulated energies with the Drude mo
@Eq. ~7!# according to Table I. For gold we have used tw
extrapolations. The first5 (AuI) gives agreement with the ex
perimental static resistivity and overlap with experimen
data at low energies. The second6 (AuII ) gives a reasonable
plasma frequency and overlap with experimental data at
energies. Similarly, two extrapolations have been used
copper. The first extrapolation (CuI) is based on additiona
data given in Ref. 16. The second extrapolation (CuII ) and
the extrapolation used for Al were found with the same
guments as for AuI . In general one needs the full momentu
dependence of the dielectric functions. One cannot get
dependence from the optical data. Harris and Griffi17

showed that appropriate account of dispersion has to
taken when the separation becomes comparable with
Thomas-Fermi wavelength. This is not relevant in our ca
For large separations only the small momentum range c
tributes and in the separation range of interest here we do
need the momentum dependence. Still, a detailed inves
tion of the effects of including electron gas dispersion17–19

~nonlocal effects! would be interesting. Furthermore, the ro
of boundary conditions20 is an interesting subject that nee
further investigation.

TABLE I. Drude model parameters.

Metal vp/1016 (rad/s) h/1014 (rad/s)

AuI 1.245 3.221
AuII 1.367 0.532
CuI 1.432 1.718
CuII 2.025 0.653
Al 1.73 0.704
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III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The van der Waals interaction between thin metal fil
can have half-integer separation dependence in agree
with Eq. ~1!. In this section we will discuss how retardatio
effects influence this result.

The retarded van der Waals energy between two syst
is examined in Fig. 1 for a pair of 20 Å gold films and a pa
of gold half spaces. These curves have been suppleme
with two asymptotes: the Casimir asymptote and the tw
dimensional vdW asymptote according to Eq.~1!. The inter-
action between thin metal films has fractional separation
pendence in a certain separation range. At large eno
separation the interaction becomes equal to the result fo
by Casimir1 for two planar metal half spaces:

ECasimir52\ c̃p2/~720d3!. ~8!

In Fig. 2 we examine how retardation effects influence
attraction between 20 Å CuI films. The result is presented a
the ratio between different energy components and the n
retarded energy. The components considered are the TM
TE, and the total retarded energy. When retardation is
glected the TE modes give no contribution. In the separa
range where the TE modes give a substantial contribution
net attraction can in this case be larger than the nonreta
attraction. This result is, of course, related to the very we
influence of retardation on the energy contributions t
originates from the TM modes. The contribution from T
modes is further partly responsible for the good agreem
between retarded and nonretarded energies; i.e., they c
pensate for some of the decrease of the contributions f
TM modes.

FIG. 1. The van der Waals energy between two systems is
amined: for a pair of 20 Å gold films~solid! and a pair of gold half
spaces~dashed!. These curves have been supplemented with t
asymptotes: the Casimir asymptote and the two-dimensional~2D!
vdW asymptote.
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It is of interest to investigate the effects of a change in
film thickness or in the film material. The ratio between t
total retarded energy and the nonretarded energy is show
Fig. 3. The effect of retardation increases with increas
thickness. One should observe that although the results
different metals are quite different they also have comm
features. The difference in the results for the two extrapo
tions used for copper is related to the different amount
dissipation. The first extrapolation~solid line!, which corre-
sponds to a much larger static resistivity than the second
~dotted line!, has a smaller energy ratio. Similarly, Bara
showed that half-integer separation dependence canno
observed if the dissipation is too large.

With increasing plasma frequency the film thickne
range where dimensionality effects can be observed o
ously becomes smaller. Retardation enhanced attraction
not be observed in the quantum well structure investigate
Ref. 9. Furthermore, in this low density system thermal
fects will already be important21 at temperatures below 1 K
In other words, a 20 Å metal film with too low or too high
density may never have a ratio larger than 1 K. Thin me
films with low resistivity may have a ratio exceeding one
0 K if the TE modes give a significant contribution at sep
rations where retardation effects on the TM modes are
quite small.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper we have presented numerical calculation
the retarded van der Waals energy between thin metal fi
The effect of including retardation in a calculation is usua
a lowering of the energy as compared to when retardatio

FIG. 2. The van der Waals energy of attraction between 20
CuI films. The result is presented as the ratio between differ
energy components and the nonretarded energy.
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neglected. The interaction between thin metal films can
der very special circumstances be an exception to this g
eral rule of thumb. This anomalous behavior goes away w
increasing film thickness and dissipation. The theoretical
sult is rather sensitive to the particular choice of dielect
function. Optical measurements should therefore be p
formed on the actual samples used in an experimental s
to allow high accuracy calculations. In the future we inte
to investigate this interaction between thin metal films d
posited on large transparent spheres. This could possibl
another system exhibiting retardation enhanced interactio

There has recently been quite a lot of interest in th
fractional van der Waals forces and we would finally like
mention some related papers. Tanatar and Das investig
the non dissipative current drag effect between two tw
dimensional charged Bose-gas layers.22 Interactions with
fractional power laws were found in this case. The sa
power law was later found by Bostro¨m and Sernelius23,24 for
the nondissipative current drag between quantum wells. F
thermore, Lau Levine, and Pincus,25 recently reported the
theoretical possibility of observing this fractional separati
dependence between two-dimensional planar Wigner c
tals. As far as we know these fractional power laws ha
never been experimentally verified. To actually measure
tardation enhanced interaction will be a very difficult, but n
necessarily impossible, challenge. The metallic films sho
be deposited on an extremely transparent surface. Even i
substrate is very transparent, any detailed theoretical c
parison with experiment requires that one take the subst
into account.

Å
t

FIG. 3. The zero-temperature attraction between two pla
films of different materials and with different thicknesses, presen
as the ratio between the retarded and nonretarded energies
results of using the extrapolations CuI , AuI , and AlI is presented as
solid curves. The results of using the other two extrapolations
presented as dotted curves.
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